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Rare AU-1-Like G3P[9] Human Rotaviruses with a Kun-Like NSP4
Gene Detected in Children with Diarrhea in Italy䌤
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Three G3P[9] rotaviruses, detected in children hospitalized with gastroenteritis in Palermo, Italy, were
found to be genetically related to strains of either human or feline origin in the VP7, VP4, and VP6 genes. In
contrast, in the NSP4 gene the viruses resembled G2P[4] human strains, suggesting a reassortment between
AU-1-like and Kun-like strains.
tion with SGI specificity) and was shown by RNA-RNA hybridization to be closely related to feline rotaviruses (19).
Uninterrupted surveillance activity for rotaviruses has been
conducted in Palermo, Italy, since the mid-1980s. Between 1985
and 2005, 1,547 rotavirus-positive samples were collected and
characterized either antigenically or genetically to predict the
VP7, VP4, and VP6 specificities and the genome pattern. Three
strains (strains PAF96/94, PAH136/96, and PAI58/96) displayed
animal strain-like features, since they possessed a long e-type by
PAGE analysis and SGI reactivity, and they were characterized as
G3P[9]. The infections caused by the G3P[9] rotaviruses were
diagnosed in children 18 to 42 months of age hospitalized with
acute diarrhea at the G. Di Cristina Hospital of Palermo in January 1994 (strain PAF96/94), March 1996 (strain PAH136/96),
and November 1996 (strain PAI58/96).
In order to characterize more precisely the three G3P[9]
strains and to investigate their origins in a more in-depth
manner, the nucleotide sequences of the VP7, VP4, VP6, and
NSP4 genes were determined after amplification by reverse
transcriptase PCR (5, 7, 12, 13, 17). The regions sequenced
were from nucleotides (nt) 331 to 1009 for VP7, from nt 205 to
849 for VP8*, and from nt 873 to 1114 for VP6 (relative to the
sequences of AU-1 strains D86271, D10970, and DQ490538,
respectively) and from nt 126 to 452 for NSP4 (relative to the
sequence of Kun strain D88829). Sequence alignment was performed by using the ClustalW program (22), and phylogenetic
analysis was carried out with 226 amino acids (aa) of VP7, 214
aa of VP8*, 80 aa of VP6, and 109 aa of NSP4 by using MEGA
software (version 3.0) (16).
By sequence analysis of VP7, strains PAF96/94, PAH136/96,
and PAI58/96 displayed 95.5 to 98.2% amino acid identity to
each other. The highest amino acid identity (94.7 to 98.7%)
was to G3P[9] human rotaviruses CC425, KC814, CMH120,
and CMH134 and to feline strain CAT2, which is G3P[9] (Fig.
1a). The Italian G3P[9] viruses were more distantly related to
the reference G3P[9] strain, strain AU-1 (92.8 to 96.9% amino
acid identity), and to G3P[8] human rotaviruses, which included G3P[8] human strain PAH101/97, isolated in Palermo
in 1997 (92.4 to 96.4% amino acid identity). Three distinctive
amino acid changes were found in VP7 of the G3P[9] rotavi-

Group A rotaviruses are a major cause of acute gastroenteritis in humans and animals (14). The rotavirus genome is
composed of 11 segments of double-stranded RNA (dsRNA)
(4). The pattern of migration of the dsRNA by polyacrylamide
gel electrophoresis (PAGE) allows the distinction of a long,
short, or supershort electropherotype (e-type) (4). The viruses
are classified as G and P types on the basis of the outer capsid
proteins VP7 and VP4, respectively (4). Of the 15 G types and
the 27 P types, 5 G types (types G1 to G4 and G9) and three
P types (types P[4], P[6], and P[8]) appear to be common in
human rotaviruses (21). On the basis of their reactivities to
VP6-specific monoclonal antibodies, group A rotaviruses are
classified into types SGI, SGII, SGI ⫹ SGII, and SG-non I-non
II (4). The majority of SGI and SGII animal rotavirus strains
and SGII human rotavirus strains display a long e-type of
migration of the 11 dsRNA gene segments, while almost all
SGI human rotaviruses possess a short e-type (14). The nonstructural protein NSP4 is able to induce diarrhea in experimental rodents through a Ca2⫹-dependent signaling pathway
(18). Passively acquired antibodies to NSP4 appear to prevent
watery diarrhea in mice (2), and this sets NSP4 as a potential
vaccine target. Six NSP4 genotypes (genotypes A to F) have
been established in group A rotaviruses. In humans, NSP4
genotypes A (Kun-like) and B (Wa-like) are common. Genotype C (AU-1-like) is common in feline and canine strains but
is infrequent in human rotaviruses (3).
The G3 VP7 specificity has been identified in rotavirus
strains from almost all susceptible animal species (4). In humans, G3 rotaviruses are usually associated with the P[8] VP4
genotype and, more rarely, with the P[9] genotype (10, 15, 21).
Conversely, the G3P[9] combination is common in feline rotaviruses (11). Interspecies infections between animals and
humans can be revealed by the detection of strains with unexpected antigenic and genetic features. The first human G3P[9]
rotavirus strain, strain AU-1, was isolated in Israel in 1982. The
strain displayed animal-like features (a long e-type in conjunc* Corresponding author. Mailing address: Dipartimento di Igiene e
Microbiologia, Università di Palermo, via del Vespro 133, Palermo 90127,
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FIG. 1. Phylogenetic analysis of deduced amino acid sequence of the VP7 (a), VP4 (b), VP6 (c), and NSP4 (d) genes. The phylogeny was
inferred by the neighbor-joining method and by use of the Kimura two-parameter model as the method of substitution. The statistical significance
was estimated by bootstrap analysis with 1,000 pseudoreplicate data sets. The origins of the rotavirus strains are indicated as follows: hu, human;
fe, feline; ca, canine; eq, equine; si, simian; la, lapine; bo, bovine; po, porcine; mu, murine; and av, avian. In panel a, strains with atypical positions
in the VP7 tree are highlighted in boldface.
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registered in GenBank. The accession numbers are as follows:
EU076911 (VP6), EU076905 (VP7), EU076908 (VP8*), and
EU076914 (NSP4) for PAF96/94; EU076912 (VP6), EU076906
(VP7), EU076909 (VP8*), and EU076915 (NSP4) for PAH136/
96; and EU076913 (VP6), EU076907 (VP7), EU076910 (VP8*),
and EU076916 (NSP4) for PAI58/96.
This study was supported by the Ministero dell’Istruzione, dell’Università e
della Ricerca (Italian Ministry of Education, University and Reserch) (Fondi
di Ateneo ex 60%).
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ruses, i.e., 43Val3Ile within variable region 3 (VR3),
122Ala3Thr within VR6, and 213Ser3Asn in VR8. These
three amino acid residues were also conserved in feline strain
CAT2.
Sequence analysis of the VP8* portion of VP4 revealed 93 to
100% amino acid identity to human and animal P[9] rotaviruses. Partial sequence analysis of the VP6 gene revealed 91 to
98.9% amino acid identity with SGI sequences (Fig. 1b and c).
The only available VP6 sequences of human G3P[9] rotaviruses (strains CMH120 and CMH134) are also SGI and
showed an amino acid identity of 92.3% with Italian G3P[9]
strains. The NSP4 genes of strains PAF96/94, PAH136/96, and
PAI58/96 were characterized as NSP4 genotype A, since the
viruses displayed 94 to 95.3% amino acid identity to G2P[4]
strain Kun and only 83 to 88.3% amino acid identity to NSP4
genotype B Wa-like strains and NSP4 genotype C AU-1-like
strains (Fig. 1d).
During a 20-year surveillance for rotavirus infections in children admitted with diarrhea to a hospital in Palermo, marked
fluctuations in the rotavirus G types have been observed. G3
rotaviruses were identified at yearly rates of 0 to 7% until the end
of the 1990s, while they reached peaks of 16.9% in the subsequent
years. Strain PAF96/94 was the only G3 rotavirus detected in
1994, while strains PAH136/96 and PAI58/96 were detected in
1996, along with a few G3P[8] viruses. The P[9] genotype is
responsible for less than 2.5% of the rotavirus infections among
humans worldwide, while it is common in feline rotaviruses (15).
After their initial description in 1982 in Israel, G3P[9] strains have
been detected in humans on more occasions, but only in a sporadic fashion. Recently, G3P[9] rotaviruses have been documented in Japan, Thailand, and Spain (6, 8–10, 15, 20).
The molecular characterization of strains PAF96/94,
PAH136/96, and PAI58/96 revealed that they were genetically
related in the VP7, VP4, and VP6 genes to reference/established G3P[9] strains, including reference strain AU-1. Unlike
AU-1-like strains, however, the Italian G3P[9] strains possessed an NSP4 of genotype A (Kun-like). To our knowledge,
NSP4 genotype A has never been identified in G3P[9] rotaviruses, and this may suggest that such viruses acquired the 10th
genome segment by genetic reassortment with human G2P[4]
rotaviruses that were epidemic, almost in the same years, in
Palermo (1). However, the Italian G3P[9] strains were not of
clonal origin, and this is more consistent with the spillover
introduction from an unidentified animal source. Although
multiple reassortment events and the emergence of novel
strains have also been documented in the past (i.e., G9 strains
in humans), there is a concern that the introduction of human
rotavirus vaccines might alter the forces and balances that
drive rotavirus evolution and determine the spread of novel
strains that are antigenically different from those included in
the vaccine formulations. The G3P[9] strains completely fulfill
these requirements, since they match poorly or do not match at
all the main antigenic determinants included in the monovalent vaccine (G1P[8], SGII VP6, NSP4 genotype B) or in the
polyvalent vaccine (G1 to G4, P[8], SGI, NSP4 genotype A).
This may warrant efforts to evaluate the efficacy of the vaccines
against G3P[9] viruses and to investigate the ecology of such
viruses in animals.
Nucleotide sequence accession numbers. The sequences of
human strains PAF96/94, PAH136/96, and PAI58/96 have been
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